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Optical converter SAT-QUAD + terr. - Accessory for fibre
optic technique OMS4TSN

Televes
OMS4TSN
236903
8424450180570 EAN/GTIN

999,04 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Optical converter SAT-QUAD + terr. OMS4TSN Type of accessory other, The optical QUAD converter converts the 950 - 5450 MHz signal coming from the LNB via a fiber
optic cable into a standard satellite signal in the 950 - 2150 MHz range. The quad converter has four outputs to which four satellite receivers can be connected directly. The
terrestrial signal is only available in connection with the power supply of the receiver or permanently with the PSU 24 power pack available as an accessory.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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